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1. Introduction 

 Fully coupled hydro-mechanical model for the failure analysis of unsaturated soils is presented 

[1]. The model can simulate tensile cracks and shear bands in soils subjected to matric suction 

effects. Such failure mechanisms are captured with discrete lattice model with embedded strong 

discontinuities [2,3]. Unsaturated fluid flow is governed with Richards equation and van Genuchten 

model.  

2. Methodology 

2.1. Fully coupled hydro-mechanical model 

 The failure model is based on discrete lattice representation of the domain, where Timoshenko 

beams are used as cohesive links and Voronoi cells are used as grains of the material [2]. 

Embedded strong discontinuities are positioned in the middle of modified beam elements where 

failure naturally occurs (Figure 1.a.). 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) crack growth is modelled as progressive failure of neighbouring cohesive links (b) 

Timoshenko beam element with mechanical degrees of freedom and fluid flow degree of freedom. 

The proposed coupled model uses the same lattice domain discretization for mechanical part and 

for the fluid part. Additional pore pressure degree of freedom is added along with mechanical ones 

(Figure 1.b.). Matric suction effects are considered in this model through the van Genuchten model 

which relates saturation state and suction. The coupled processes between the mechanical strain 

and fluid flow are considered through the generalized Biot porous media theory. Bishop effective 

stress concept is used for stress computation. The model can simulate two failure modes, where 

mode I represents tensile crack opening, and mode II is for shear failure.  
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2.1. Shear band and desiccation cracking example 

 The dilatant shear band example is given in Figure 2. Namely, mechanical load in terms 

of imposed displacement is applied on the top boundary of the unsaturated sand specimen. 

The shear band propagated through the sample, modified the pore pressure field and 

saturation state. Fluid flux is increased in the failure zone. 

 
Figure 2. Shear band example, unsaturated sand specimen 

 

The desiccation cracking of clay specimen is considered in Figure 3. Namely, the drying flux is 

imposed on the top boundary, causing the tensile cracks which propagate from the top of the 

specimen towards its interior.    

 

Figure 3. Desiccation cracking of clay specimen 

 

3. Conclusions 

The presented fully coupled hydro-mechanical model can simulate tensile cracks and shear bands 

in unsaturated soils.  
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